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Race cars in classic motorsport style. Each corner is a chance to outmaneuver the other drivers, every straight a flat out drag
race. Fast-paced strategy relies on your ref 5d3b920ae0
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Neat early-access flash game, good for a minute or two.. This is an awesome game to add to your multiplayer games collection.
Best part about it is you can outplay your friends on the couch or online. It's all about timing and reflexes so get to practicing..
Very clever take on the racing genre. Plays well online. I love getting the rhythm down for the shorter tracks.. Has a very
different feel from any racing game I've played before. Controls take a bit of getting used to (especially as HUD is minimal) but
as you get the hang of it, it starts to feel very satisfying. Would be great if there was the chance to race against AI, hopefully that
will come in the future. Probably not for everyone but if you want a racing experience with a difference and have friends to play
with, give it a go.. An interesting game. But what wasn't clear before buying (yes, yes I should have checked) is there's no single-
player mode, i.e. no bots to practice against. Otherwise it's very pretty and the mechanics are interesting. Sadly I can't give it a
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"neutral" score, so. on balance, it's a slight thumbs down.
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